Collisions Between Shriek: An Afterword and Earlier Ambergris Stories

CITY OF SAINTS & MADMEN
Page 75, footnote 3: Duncan claims that he has been roused “from his slumber behind a teaching desk in order to” write his Early History of the City of Ambergris. But in Shriek, Duncan wrote “Early History” long after he was asked to leave Blythe. What’s going on?
	Page 97, footnote 63: I’m a bit confused by Duncan’s reference to Lacond’s “marvelous stupidity,” which sounds far more mean-spirited than we would expect from Duncan, given his relationship with Lacond in Shriek. Should that last line sound a bit more like he’s gently mocking Lacond?
	Page 122, footnote 122 reminds me that I’d occasionally wondered why most of City of Saints gives the impression that going underground is positively lethal and that no one who attempted it (at least, no one of political significance) came back alive. How, then, do Duncan and Lacond survive the trip multiple times? Might we want to have Janice comment on how extraordinarily lucky it is that Duncan made it back to the surface?
	I asked during my edit of Shriek if Duncan’s comment about how he “protect[ed] the identity of Lake’s real lover” (p. 88) was  “a reference to something that was covered in great depth in other sources.” Obviously, the excerpts from A Short Overview of The Art of Martin Lake are what Duncan was talking about, but I think we could stand for more explanation of why he felt compelled to “protect” Lake and Merrimount (e.g. something like “Lake’s career never would have survived the scandal of being outed” would suffice if that’s actually why). You may also wish to at some point mention Janice finding out about Merrimount’s relationship with Lake (e.g. “In the neutral section, we saw Martin Lake and Jonathan Merrimount, who had only recently started appearing as a couple in public...”) because it would help explain the odd array of descriptors that Merrimount takes on over the course of Shriek (“a flunky for Lake's new gallery,” “Mark Lake’s faithful friend and once a respected artist in his own right,” “his lover”).
	I didn’t realize until I read “Transformation” that Raffe Constance was a woman, and a quick search of the text of Shriek seems to indicate that that’s because her gender is never mentioned in Shriek. Was this intentional? If not, we might want to sneak it in somewhere, as it would be a small help to the dearth of female characters.
	
	I’m also a bit baffled by the reference Duncan makes on page 88 of Shriek to “the peculiar ‘messages’ I embedded in the text [of A Short Overview].” I would tend to assume that this is a reference to the encoding of “The Man Who Had No Eyes,” except that such a confluence would imply that Duncan and X are the same person, which would raise many more issues than I even want to contemplate.  
	BTW, while searching for Merrimount’s name I realized that you call Martin Lake “Mark” on page 205, so you may want to fix that when you get a moment.
	Page 153: I’m a bit confused by the line “Shriek had started the gallery through the largesse of her famous brother, the historian Duncan Shriek, who had also procured for her many of her first and best clients.” If this is the case, how come neither Duncan nor Janice mention it in Shriek?
The mention of Lake’s death on page 175 may reveal some rather serious continuity issues in Shriek. Page 6 of Shriek says that Janice’s showdown with Mary is “three weeks” before she starts writing her Afterword, but the notion that Lake could have died *and* Janice written her Short Overview (especially if Duncan, who is supposedly already underground at this point, actually had to finish writing A Short Overview, as per page 88 of Shriek) in the three weeks between the party and the Afterword seems somewhat implausible—or, at least, would be a remarkable enough feat that Janice would probably mention it. Have I confused the timing somehow, or should we try to find some way to make this work?
Clearly, that reference to “that poor woman, still unidentified, that X had pushed into the path of a motored vehicle” on page 217 of City of Saints dramatically changes one’s understanding of the line “The current rumor is that a person fitting her description was pushed into the path of a motored vehicle on the same day Janice seems to have finished her account.” So you can of course ignore my suggestion to change “was pushed” to “fell (or was pushed—we will never know).”
	As I said a few comments up, I’m assuming that you hadn’t intended to imply that Duncan and X are the same person, but the fact that some of X’s text (his final note in the first section following the letter from Dr. V to Dr. Simpkin at the beginning of the Appendix) also appears in Duncan’s journal would lend further credence to this theory. Should I just write this off as X channeling Duncan, or is there something deeper that I’ve been missing?
	The Ambergris Glossary, p. 7: mentions that Janice’s “first work” was published in Burning Leaves. Might you want to say this on p. 196 of Shriek, where you mention that she was an occasional contributor?
	The Ambergris Glossary, p. 13: If you wind up revising this for Bantam, it may be worth explicitly mentioning that Janice was the founder of the Gallery of Hidden Fascinations.
The Ambergris Glossary, p. 34: If someone (presumably Duncan) thinks that The Saphant Legacy is “Sabon’s one excellent book”, wouldn’t he mention this in her defense in Shriek?
The Ambergris Glossary, p. 37: the fact that most of the entry on Sirin is taken “from Janice Shriek’s memoirs” is a bit confusing in and of itself (one would presume these “memoirs” are what we know as her Afterword, but since Duncan is gone by the time the Afterword is published, this would have to be one of the entries that X adds to the Glossary), but I’m more curious about the parts that conflict with Shriek, like the lines “Within three weeks, that elegant visage would betray H&S for a new position with Frankwrithe & Lewden. Within six months, he would once again walk the streets of Ambergris, as if his betrayal had never happened.” Had you intended to revise this section in the Glossary to reflect the decidedly different version of events that Shriek now relates?

SECRET LIFE
You’ve got an excerpt from the “Machine” section of Shriek here that I assume we’ll need to credit on the copyright page of our edition. Does Golden Gryphon have any specific requests as to how we should word this? Then again, a section of this is also in the notes following the letter from Dr. V to Dr. Simpkin at the beginning of the appendix, so perhaps I’m just being overly paranoid.
	The flap copy claims that there are five Ambergris stories, but I only count three (“Exhibit H: Torn Pages Discovered in the Vest Pocket of an Unidentified Tourist,” “Corpse Mouth and Spore Nose,” and “The Machine”), plus a “proto-Ambergris story” (“Learning to Leave the Flesh”) and a story set in Florida with some topical overlap (“The Festival of the Freshwater Squid”). Are these the five stories the copy refers to, or did I miscategorize one of the others? I intend to read all of the rest of the stories eventually, but I have a ton of reading still to do for work, so I’m going to cheat for now.


